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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?

Just another WordPress.com weblog
 

 

Sherdog MMA Forum – Conspiracy Nutcases

Recently it was my pleasure and joy to go over to the ‘war room’ of this forum and point out the illogical
beliefs and erroneous behaviour of the members who frequent this forum. For those unaware of its existence
and likely most of you will be since it is an obscure area of a mixed martial arts forum with little notoriety
online for its Conspiracy Theory proponents. But as it has recently come to my attention it fosters some very
odd beliefs and members.

Some examples are as follows:

Demonic possession beliefs

911 inside job usual CT stuff
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False flag terrorism as a function of everyday governmental duties

Members who disagree are accused of being part of government psi-ops/project vigilant and other obscure
claims

Federal Reserve conspiracies

Corporate and Governmental one world government beliefs

Illuminati beliefs

This is just a brief snapshot of the kind of irrational worldviews and limited perspective that is currently
expounded throughout this section of the forum.

Now the small time I was there I encountered every one of the above being bandied about as if it were factual,
undeniable and the absolute truth. Their CT membership consider the lack of evidence to be evidence of the
fraud, they commit so many logical fallacies that they are too numerous to even mention here but needless to
say they are obvious when you discuss with them. Yet they still persist when their fallacies and lack of evidence
is pointed out, always resorting to minute details that are irrelevant to proving their case and the cursory
YouTube linkage as is common with CT’s.

After a few days of banter with their more outspoken members and after thoroughly humiliating a few of them
by showing how pathetic their reasoning was and is, as well as showing them evidence that directly discredits
their claims, they sent in their secret weapon. This secret weapon was none other than a 26,000 post loud
mouth Conspiracy nutcase whose only job on the forum appears to be to post pictures , call names, act tough,
and demand respect from those who disagree with his worldview. It ended up where he got his tiny mind
handed back to him on a silver plate to eat, but of course being that he is obsessed with his own worldview it
was nigh on impossible to shut the cretin up.
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They were linked to all manner of threads, blogs, facts and documents and none of them really paid a single bit
of attention to their false positions, and finally it ended up where I was banned from their forum by a
moderator under the accusation I was a paid government shill and they deleted every thread that provided
evidence they were utterly deluded in their views.

So this blog goes on record for any of you out there who wish to journey into the strange world of the
Conspiracy nuts of the internet, sherdog forum is a great place to see truly how mental people can get.

Just do not expect to get any sense from them or think you can guide them out of their paranoid delusions
because they all seem quite happy in their down trodden and schizophrenic worldviews.

Some special head cases  to pay special attention to :

enginekid, rusviking, neitzsche13, Dajjal666, SD-Stranger, Sleepyboy, 7wtc911 and the other suspects that
hang around in their posts agreeing with them at every turn are also of great amusement to observe.

Go on over and have a laugh at their expense it’s all rather surreal, and not too dissimilar to Alex Jones’ forum
but with extra stupidity and insanity.

Sherdog forum can be found here:

http://www.sherdog.net/forums/f54/

Here is an example of one enginekids posts:

I’ll show you guys a conspiracy, but it’s not just a theory, they are truly conspiring together with a
preplanned agenda. The three bad actors are:

http://web.archive.org/web/20110810054532/http://www.sherdog.net/forums/f54/
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CTkiller
Keppman
Dolphinator

They all made accounts about the same time. They all have the exact same views and rail against
anything they deem against corporate control, corporate media, and the corporate government. They
attack posters who they think are conspiracy theorists.

This is where these three are truly from:

Project Vigilant

Project vigilant recently came out saying they are recruiting for more internet spies. This is them
folks. New whitebelts arguing for the government and against any dissentful discussion. Attacking
posters who exhibit dissent and are open to discussing conspiracies. Just look at this, his big thread,
an indepth attack againt any conpiracy that says the government is working against the people.
CTKiller and Dolphinator are either his alter ego accounts or his project pals. They all joined at the
same time and say “oh we are from an anti-conspiracy forum” … it’s a cover for internet spy group
project vigilant. This shit is real.

They will just say “prove it!”

The proofs in the pudding. How they act, who they attack, how they use classic methods of trying to
derail a good thread and turn into a pissing match about a guys sig. Look at the evidence already
there. They attacked me saying the quote in my sig was fake, accusing me of doing it on purpose. I
told them I thought it was legit and got it from a documentary. I showed them it’s cited and
referenced as coming from Rockefeller’s 1994 Speech to the U.N., and I had no reason to think it
was fake. I asked them if they had seen the speech then, since they claim it’s fake. They wouldn’t
answer. I told them I am willingly to entertain the idea but I don’t have and cannot find the speech.
They posted a 7 min truncated version of the speech, which is not the complete speech, and said it
proves my sig is fake. But it’s not the full speech. Then they admitted they have never seen the full
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speech! But continued calling me a liar.

This is their schtick. They are recruits by a spying agency.

Read more about these guys here:

Shadowy Spy Group Building Dossiers On Internet Users For Feds

They made an error and put the below pyramid / earth icon in the OP post of this thread. They didn’t
know it actually outs them as being associated with Darpa who is connected to Project Vigilant. Not
many know that symbol. And few know its connection to Project Vigilant.

Net Security
Project Vigilant, a division of BBHC Global LLC (an information security firm), is a private, semi-
secret, volunteer-based organization of “cyber spies” that is sometimes employed by the U.S.
government to give insight into situations that might require the attention of a more technologically
skillful organization than most government agencies are at present.

Project Vigilant’s Symbol

Read it, it’s exactly what these guys do.

https://www.projectvigilant.us/resources/vigilant.jpg

they are connected to these guys. Notice how the TS removed the words in the image to hide the spy
group name. Look at the version of pyramid + earth that TS put in his OP. It’s been altered to hide
the agency name.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/d1/IAO-logo.png/590px-IAO-logo.png

Also here is a link to a complete fail post showing just how retarded their secret weapon Neitzsche13 is:

http://web.archive.org/web/20110810054532/https://www.projectvigilant.us/resources/vigilant.jpg
http://web.archive.org/web/20110810054532/http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/d1/IAO-logo.png/590px-IAO-logo.png
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Share this: TweetTweet 0

Like Be the f irst to like this post.

http://www.sherdog.net/forums/f54/truth-will-start-flowing-like-river-1288323/

Utter fail is’nt it !

~ by anticultist on August 5, 2010.

Posted in Zzzz, Sillies, Comedy 
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